Fabri Guard
Water Based Fabric
and Fibre Protector
Product Description:
FABRI GUARD is non-toxic, water based fabric protector. Formulated with natural ingredients, this stain
guard is more efficient than traditional chemical waterproof sprays . FABRI GUARD is a waterproof
spray that can be used on any fabric or upholstery item, around the house or for commercial use,
including animal bedding, rugs & blankets.
FABRI GUARD is an invisible and breathable protective coating that repels and protects from liquids,
dirt and stains whilst still allowing items to look, feel and smell natural. You can use it on cotton, suede,
leather, synthetics, wool and silk. Bonus: you won’t have to leave the room for 24 hours after
application, it’s odourless!
Features and Benefits:
*

FABRI GUARD is shipped as a concentrate to be diluted with water.

*

FABRI GUARD is safe on all fabrics & fibres not affected by water.

*

FABRI GUARD dries quickly, leaves a soft natural hand, and imparts some anti-static properties.

*

FABRI GUARD should only be applied to new or clean fabrics & fibres. When applying as a carpet
protection apply to carpeting that has just been cleaned.

Application:
Directions for use:
1. Measure the area to be treated to determine the amount of spray mix required.
2. Prepare the spray mix as follows, making sure to add water to the concentrate.
FOR FRESHLY CLEANED DAMP FABRIC, FIBRE OR CARPET
Use FABRIGUARD without diluting. Moisture in the surface will dilute the product.
Adjust sprayer so that 1 litre of undiluted FABRI GUARD will cover about 10 sq. metres of surface (5
litres of undiluted FABRI GUARD will cover about 50 sq. metres - 550 sq. ft).
FOR NEW OR DRY FABRIC, FIBRE OR CARPET THAT IS CLEAN
Mix 1 part FABRI GUARD protector with 1 part of water. Apply to the surface at the rate of 10 litres of
diluted spray mix for every 50 sq. metres of surface treated. (About 550 sq. ft).
ADD
WATER
TO
FABRIGUARD
SPRAY MIX
5 litres
5 litres
10 litres
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NOTES:
1. Use only the recommended level of FABRIGUARD. Excessive levels of FABRIGUARD can DE-Lustre
fabric, fibre & carpet. Excessive levels of water can damage carpet backing and promote mildew and
odour.
2. FABRIGUARD protector can in many cases be used as a protective finish for fabrics and upholstered
furniture, including animal bedding, rugs & blankets with excellent results.
Application:
1. Use any good quality clean pressure sprayer, either electric or hand pump operated. Stainless steel
or plastic tanks are recommended to prevent rusting or staining. A #8004 Tee Jet nozzle is
recommended.
2. Hold the spray nozzle 400-500 mm from the surface, apply half the prepared spray mix over the
entire area, spraying in one direction only. Then apply the other half over the entire area again by
spraying in the opposite direction.
* Be certain to maintain enough spray pressure to ensure a uniform spray pattern.
* If the pump tank is fitted with a pressure gauge do not allow the pressure to drop below 30 psi
NOTE:
It is extremely important to obtain uniform coverage. Uneven application may result in uneven soiling.
3. To obtain the best performance from FABRIGUARD work the product into the carpet immediately
after spraying with a carpet brush.
4. Allow the carpet to dry. The soil and stain protection will be fully effective as soon as the carpet is
dry.
5. Use a damp cloth or sponge to wipe spray from furniture or woodwork. Dried solids of FABRIGUARD
usually can be removed by using a mild detergent solution; particularly heavy or obvious solids usually
can be removed with #000 steel wool moistened with furniture polish.
Packaging
Code:29120-5
Pack Size: 4x5Litre

SHELF LIFE: As a quality assured manufacturer, Castle Chemicals has a stringent Quality assurance programme. As part of this regime, the label on
this product shows a batch number and date of manufacture. This product has a shelf life of 24 months from the label printed date of manufacture.
This information contained herein is based on data considered accurate. However, no warranty is expressed or implied regarding the accuracy of these
data or the results to be obtained from the use thereof. Castle Chemicals assumes no responsibility for personal injury or property damage to vendees,
users or third parties caused by the material. Such vendees or users assume all risks associated with the use of material.
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